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CIIAPn:R.I 
INTRODUCTICN > 
General 
TJie conditions and properties of the soil that support the struc-
tures designed today present a problem that requires a great· ~ount of 
study. The phase of the study to be considered in this manuscript wi 11 
be swelling and consolidation characteristics of the Permian clay • 
. , ' 
.,, .,· 
Deformation due to consolidation is pften the principal factor con-
trolling the design of a structure. Settlement of most soils is accom-
panied by voJ~nie change of the soil. Unequal settlement under the struc-
ture introduces a: movement of the foundation material which ,causes addi-
tional momen-ts or; stref5ses , in:, the structure which could stress the mem-
bers to the7p&int .. of failure untes; consideration of their magnitude has 
been given in,. the design. 
Sufficient inforrilation S!ho~ld,be:,obtained' about· the soils native. to 
the ·constructfon ·s1:te~ and unless the information is reasonably accurate 
to the extent of obtaining the data necessary for the predietici>n of· the 
behavior of,.the .. soi lo the precision in. the design of the structure. is to 
no avaiL. Fo·r a long period of timev it has been the practice to obta.in 
.this stable,.foundatior\ by several means other than the use of the soil:-
as i.t e~ists irr nature. Procedures such as driving piling, or continu-
ing the footing to a depth sufficient. to embed .in rocko ~ave been e,xpen-
. . . . : . . 
sive constr.uction, methods which, at times, .have been almost prohibitive 
. . : . 
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would permit the construction of more structures with a given expenditure 
of money. 
The problem of investigation of the soil to make certain of the soil 
.conditions would entail the investigation of the following factors~ 
l. Bearing capacity of the soil with respect to failure and set= 
tlement. 
~o Amount of settlement of the footing. 
3. The possibility of plastic flow. 
4. Late:r:al resistance of soi L 
5. Possibility of scour. 
The interpretation used to obtain the necessary information con-
cerni~g a soil for :a certain structure is based on several simplifying 
assumptions. Therefore 0 the :accuracy of the predictions of soil be= 
.havior is possibly inaccurate to a degree. The purpose of these and 
dmiLar tests is to provide data fo:r more accurate prediction of the 
b~h:rnr!!lor of ai;oi L 
The properties of the soil can change within a very short dis= 
tanceo It is important to get good undisturbed samples at the site 
of the const:ructiono These samples should be taken at various depths, 
and should represent the undisturbed co11ditions of the stratao 
The theories and the mathematics of the characteristics and the 
mechanics of soils have. been de·ireloped and proven 0 and this thesis 
will not include these developments except for the purpose of clari= 
fication in some individual problems" The interpretation of the in= 
formation obtained from tests on soil samples will be the prime ob= 
jective of this thesis. 
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The purpose_ of this investigation is to increase the knowledge of 
the physical properties of the permian red clays9 which are common to 
large areas in Oklahoma. 
A complete analysis of the properties of the permian clays is beyond 
the scope of this thesiso-More specifically, the aim of this thesis is 
the study.of the consolidation and swelling characteristics of the per-
mian clay. 
CHAPTER II 
'.J.lIEORIES RELATIVE TO C<JiSOLIDATl<li AND 
SETTLEMmT OF SOIL 
Most of the structures built rest upon the soilo and the. loads im-
posed are the cause of settlemento Failure of structure$1 may _oeeur0 , p:d-
matilyo in two wayso The first may be introduced by· a load that may pro-
duce shearing stress that ·exceeds the allowable shearing · strength- of the 
soil.. The settlement would occur by, virtue o.f the. soil shearing later ... 
ally and at some angle with the horizontal. . The, second· type of settle-
ment could occur with the reduction of the volume <>f the'·so11 mass re-
sulting from the load placed upon ito This type of settlement is known 
as consolidationo The study of the first, type of· failure is beyond the 
icope of _this thesis. The second type is our aim in this study. 
The consolidation which occurs with the reduction of soil volume, 
due to water leaving the soil voids, .. is generally known as the primary 
consolidation. The total volume of the soil is composed of a volume of 
solids and of a volume of voids, the voids being filled with air and wa-
! 
ter. The water is forced tinder pressure to leave the voids. and the re-
sulting action is settlement. The ratio of the voids content to solid 
content is known as the void ratio of the materialo 
The secondary consoHdation occurs when the water has left the voidso 
and the pressure on ~he waier has been transferred to the solid structure 
of the soi 1. This consolidation is of secondary importance since it 
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occurs in a long period of time and is not· $ignificant to the life of 
the structure consideredo with the exception of organic soils like peat 
and muckc 
The void ratio of the soilv which is used to compute the consolida-
tion, is the ratio of the void content io the solid content of the soiL 
Consider a volume of soil 0 which is composed of voids and solidso under 
If the total depth of\ the volume is represented by 
the. letter~ Hi; then the total volum~ .. will be H1Ao 'The solid depth is ex-
pressed by letter H5 9 then the solid volume is HsAo 
Wheni 
Then: 
Wherei 
V5 = volume of solf~ content 
Vv = volume of void·content 
e = V,; /V5 
Vv = A(Hl - H/ 
B1 = H5 = void depth 
Vs= AHs 
Hs = depth of solid 
Then substituting in equation 1: 
e = A(B1- Hs)= Hi - HS=~= 1 
AHS . Hs Hs 
(Equation 1) 
(Equation 2) 
The coefficient of consolidation ·.can· be obtained from the plot of 
the void ratio againit 1pre1$ure.: ··,; The · :influence of time upon the de-
velopment of compression strains, which is not indicated by the void ra-
tio - pressure curve, is an important factor to the study of settlement. 
When the soil is subjected to a load, the water is forced under pressure 
to leave the voids in the soil in a direction providing the least amount 
of resistanceo The direction and the number of directions of flow are sig-
nificant Hi determining time for consolidationo, The soil settles at ·a rate 
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proportional to the rate at which the water leaves the voidsfi and this 
rate is a func.tion of the coefficient of permeability. 
The settlement is computed from the void ratio of the soil! before 
and after loading. The formula for the settlementa bh. is derived from 
the illustration in Figure 1. 
Then~ 
When~ 
1.e..11 
V.,p, \Jo, 0:, 
""z. 
l,i 0 ~; 
Vs 
Fig. 1. Settlement of Soil Column 
h1A = V l + V V S and 
and 
h2A = vv2 + vs 
Vv2 + Vs 
h2 = A 
Ah = hl a,;, h2 (Equation 3) 
Then substituting h1 and h2 in Equation 3g 
bi. h = V v 1 + Vs - V v2 - Vs = .!.v 1 - V v2 
A A 
(Equation 4) 
and 
and 
Then subs ti tu ting in Equation 4g 
Ah ::t 
elV§ - e2\rs vs 
~el - e22 
= A A 
V And~ A = vvl + -A 
h1 
Then subs ti tu ting for A in Equation 
. 
Then divide Equation 6'by V g 
s 
5g 
Vs + l 
Vvi 
. Substitute e1 = Vs in Equation. "f; , 
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(Equation 5) 
(Equation 6) 
(Equation 7) 
"" h -- h 1 (e 1 = e2) 
a (Equation 8) 
e1 + 1 
The void ratio values of the initial and final loading condition of the 
soilo e1 and e2o are obtained from the void ratio = pressure curve drawn 
from the experimental datao The imi tial void :ratio aITTd final wo.id ratio 
are found f:rom the ©hmige in height of the $mllple ii!fte:r complete <eontSoli= 
The time for a percent of the total consolidation to occur is com-
puted with the use of the variable factors, N and coefficient of consoli= 
dation Cvo and the solid depth of the 1£t:rata0 h5 o The time for the consoli-
dation (1) to occur is obtained from the equation-0 
h2 N 
s 
Where~ t = time in years 
(1) Indicates the reference numbero see page 580 
(Equation 9) 
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cw = coeffic!ent of consolidation (cmo per mino) experimentally de-
termined 
b5 = solid height of the soil 
N = factor depending on dhtribution of the ©on8olidating pre$3ure 
:imd pa:rti\CUl;/;'l:rly· on the ®xistence o;f multi=dimensi9irul1 con=: 
The value of N (2) for any particular percentage of consolidation de= 
pends on two facto:r:!i: pertaining to the installation for which a settle-
ment analysis h being madeo The first of the5e factors is the number 
of drainage faces of the <eompressible layero The second factor upon which 
N depends is the character of the distribution of the consolidating pres= 
sure throughout the ve:rt.ical height of the clay layer relative to the di= 
rection of outflow of the pore water during consolidationo In this the-
s:b we assumed that 'the consoU.dating presirnre is essentially the same 
at the top and the bottom of the clay layer and the pressure distribution 
is found to be :rectangular in character (Figo 2) 
Figo 2o Distribution of Consolidating Pressure 
The coefficient of consolidation" Cvo is found for each of the ex-
perimentally applied load$v and the average value of the coefficient of 
9 
the consolidation 0 which is approximately equal for all loads~ is used 
to obtain the time of settlemento 
The dry weight of the smnplewas measured after completion of the ex-
periments and after the sample ha! been oven dried" The specific gravityof 
the s;oil w:as detennined by estimation from previous tests, and the area 
was determined by the size of the ring of the consolidating uni to 
The coefficient of consolidation is obtained from the following equa= 
1) Square Root Fitting Method~ 
(Equation 10) 
2) Log Fitting Method~ 
(Equation 11) 
The coeffi©ient of con!olidation, obtained from the experiments con= 
ducted on the 1JJoil sample~ i:s, u:s,ed to determine the time of settlement 
of the structu:reo 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL DISCUSSICN OF PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
,· 
OF TIIE PERMIAN RED BEDS 
Geology of the Permian Clay 
The clays under consideration in this report are very s.tiff over 
consolidated red or reddish yellow clays in conjunction with the so-
called Red Beds of Oklahoma and Texas. These beds of red and yellow 
· sandstones and clays deposited during the Permian period of geologic his-
tory make up formations that are up to several hundred feet in thickness, 
consisting for the most part of intermingled layers of clays and sand-
stones.. Occasional thin layers of disintegrated .volcanic ash are found. 
The eastern edge of the outcrop of these Permian formations occurs along 
a notth and south line some twenty or th.irty miles east of Oklahoma City .. 
East of this line 0 deposits of the Permian period are missingo the sur-
face being covered with the older Pennsylvanian and Mississippian depos-
its. West of this line 0 the Red Bed deposits occur on the surface, be-
coming thicker toward the west until near the west edge of'Oklahoma they 
disappear beneath the surface and are covered by the younger deposits of 
the Mesozoic era .and later periods •. The upper portion of the Permian 
formations which are left in the western part of the state include·· ex-
tensive deposits of salt and gypsum. This western edge of the outcrop 
is roughly indicated by the location of the gypsum industry at Southard 
10 
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in Blaine County, Oklahoma, and Sweetwater in Nolan County, Texas. 
During the period of deposition .the area covered by these Red Beds 
was the bottom of an inland sea surrounded by relatively high Mountains. 
Freshets pouring down from these mountains carried SaJld along with silt 
and colloidal clay particles which were deposited together forming floe-
. culent marine clayso !lost marine clays having· a flocculent structure 
consist of very fine silt grains and flocks of colloidal size particles. 
A good many deposits of the clays under consideration are composed of 
sand and colloidal clay.. Sometimes boulders of sandstone consisting of 
quartz sand grains cemented with reddish colored chert are formed in the 
clay deposits. These boulders vary in size up to several feet in diame-
ter. The climate of the region during this period was arid. In normal 
seasons some of the streams seem to have dried up before reaching the 
seao depositing their burdens as alluvialfans in the desert hetw.~.en the 
mountains and the sea .. Such deposits~were made over a large portion of 
the area as the sea dried up. During the Permian period the sea almost 
dried up three times, depositing three layers of gypsum. Because the de-
posits are complex and variableo the structure and composition of the 
clays is also quite variable and complex. 
Physical Properties 
The physical properties of these clays are affected by the mineral 
content. Those minerals such as mica~ which is flat and scalelike in 
shape, give to the clay its plasticity. Most of the scalelike minerals 
are elastic. Clays composed of these minerals, therefore, are highly 
compressible and are capable of considerable elastic rebound. The min-
eral bentonite 0 which is formed by the disintegration of volcanic ash, 
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is present to some extent in most of the clays in this area. Since ben-
tonite takes up a great deal of water. about 400% at the liquid limit. 
40% at the plastic limit and 16% at the shrinkage limit. clays containing 
considerable bentonite will exhibit the same property to a considerable 
extent. Such clays will in general shrink and swell a great deal as 
water is evaporated and absorbed. 
Special consideration will be given to the Permian clays in this 
thesis because they cover a considerable portion of Oklahoma and the 
southwest and because a great deal of damage to buildings has resulted 
from the use of foundations not suited to soil conditions in these de-
posits and the climatic conditions that exist in this area. One should 
keep in mind that~ in general. it is the climatic condition that causes 
similar damage to buildings on other clays than the Permian. But a very 
large portion of the buildings in Oklahoma are in the area covered by 
these Permian deposits. 
CHAPTER IV 
LABORATORY PROCEDURE AND DATA OBTAINED 
Before the solution can be ascertained for a soil problem, the prop-
erties of the soil in question must be obtained from laboratory tests or 
other procedures. The properties of soils in general cannot be deter-
mined with as great a degree of accuracy as those of most other con-
struction materials 0 and even though the properties were known for one 
sample of soil beneath an area0 the properties of the entire soil af-
fected would be only vaguely known , since materials may vary over a very 
wide range in a very small area. Experience0 imagination and judgment 
are of considerably greater importance , and mathematical analysis is of 
less importance, in the design of earth structures than it is in the de-
sign of structures of most other materials. However0 the information of 
the properties obtained from the tests provides sufficiently accurate 
data for the solution of the problem. 
Consolidation Test 
As a saturated soil is subjected to an increment of loado the load 
is carried by the water present in the pores of the soil, since the water 
is considered incompressible with relation to the soil structure. The 
water is forced from the soil , and the load is gradually transferred to 
the soil structure. The reducti on of the volume of the sample is equal 
to the volume of water that has left the sample. This reduction in the 
13 
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volume of the $:ample is kno.wn as consolidatio:11o With the application of 
calculated loads on a sample of definite areao the consolidation of the 
$Oil is mea$uredo 
In many instances the settlement of a structure is due to presence 
of one or more layers of soft clay located between layers of sand or stiff-
er clayo In the laboratory this condition is simulated most closely by 
confined compression or consolidation testo 
During consolidation tests the specimen is completely confined by 
a metal ring~ Figo 3o The load h transmitted to the upper and lower 
faces o.f the rspecimen through two porous disks that permit water to flow 
into or out of the clayo The deformation is measured by means of a dial 
g:ageo 
The following apparatus are used in the preparation of the sample 
and the te5.t~ 
1) Consolidation unit 
2) Timing equipment 
3), Device for providing water to sample 
4) Specimen trimming equipment 
a) Rotary lathe 
b) Knives ru1d lathe tool 
c) Steel ring to hold sample (floating iring t"ype) 
5) Balances. sensitive to Oo 01 and Oo 1 gr:amso 
6) Scale 
7) Gages 
8) Evaporating dhh 
9) Drying oven 
10) Ilesiceator 
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The s:runples were obtaiJJ1ed from the following two places~ 
l) From the east side of the new Telephone Building (Stillwater) 
at a depth of 10 feet below the s.urfaceo A sufficiently large sample 
was cut to insure an undisturbed condition for the sample to be testedo 
The soil sample was a dark :redu sandy jointed clay <clay A) o 
2) F:rom the foundation of the Ghil Engineering Laboratory at Okla= 
homa State Unive:rsityo The soil sample was a :reddhh brown sandy jointed 
clay u and was taken at a depth 4 :feet below the s11,1.:riace of, a teonc:rete 
fl@©X' dab whi©ih had b~:er1 :h1 iexht®lU©® for about 20 yea:rso (Clay B) o 
The following procedures were used in cutting the sample: 
n The sample was trimmed to the approximate desired size while 
care w:as taken to presi1ent aJJ1y disturbance :such as cracks in the smnpleo 
The sample was trimmed to a diameter slightly larger than the base of 
the rotary l:atheo 
2) The sample was placed on the rotary lathe and.trimmed to the de= 
sired diamete:ro The soil :settled into the steel ring placed on the 
lathe when the proper diameter was att:ainedo 
3) The sample was trimmed flush with the top and the bottom of the 
ring COlllt:ainero 
The sample area and depth were known from the predetermined size of 
the :ri1t190 The loading program wa:S .fixed aieeording to the three ring 
:sizes which were u£Jed for the experimento 
The system of loading wa$ as follow$g 
1) The small :rfog S1izes of diameter (40 03 Cmo) were loaded in the 
following seq1.rnnceg Ou 84 0 960 192 9 384u 192 0 96u Oo kgo 
Oo 720 960 1920 334u 192, 960 O, kgo 
2) The medium I'irtg sizes fo.f no 45 C:mo) were loaded as follows g 
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Oo 0, 6, 120 240 480 384, 960 240 Q kgo 
0, 180 480 960192,384, 76!\ 1920 480 Q kgo 
0,3604.8, 96,192,384, 768,1920 480 0 kg 0 
0,54 0 96,192 0 3840768, 192, 96, 0 kgo 
0,72,96,1920384, 768, 384, 96, 0 kgo 
3) The .large ring size:s (o.f lOo 13 Cmo) were loaded as follows~ 
0, 240, 384, 7660 1536, 768, 240, Q kgo 
Oo 2880 384, 768, 1536, 768, 288, 0 kgo 
~- ILO>A)tH~G, Yoke. 
Po!l.ous STONE.Si 
. Figo 3o Floating R!ng ~! __ 
The :sample was next weighed, aind the weight reieot'ded a:s tare plu:s 
:soil wet at the begilllnilllg of teffi:to The :sample, was next pla:ced on the 
c:orrnolidatlon unit and the following procedures were useclg 
l) The :s:ample was pla.ced between the two porous stones, (Figo 3), 
making su:re that both the porous stones were properly centered on the 
:s:ample ;s:u:rf:aces: and that the :sample was centered imder the loading de= 
viceo The floating :ring type was used for this testo 
2) The loading unit was :adjusted and lowered until it just made 
1Contact with the porous stonesB and consequeITTtly with the sample i t:selL 
.3) The ba:r holder for the vertical dial was screwed into position 
and the gage set to register deformation of the s:ampleo Volume changes 
during the test were :reghte:red by :a ve:rtital=deflection (Ames Dial) o 
4) The sample 'iWiS left in the con~olidat:llng unit fo:r several days 
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until it had d:rfodo to determilr!e the void :ratio of the soil mass which 
a$Bume$ it£ lowe$t value at $h:ri~kage limito The dial :readi~g wa$ re= 
co:rded eire:ry day O tmtil there Wa$ no fu:rthe:r :reduttion in volumeo The 
total volume reduiction ©or:re$pond$ to the volume of the wate:r evaporat= 
ed during the shrinkage p:roceu up to the $h:rinkage limito Afte:r the 
sample d:ried out the initial load was carefully appliedo Readings were 
:recorded immediately afte:r :releasing the load 0 and when there was no vol-
ume ©bange indi©ated by the dial reading, the sample was flooded and 
and readings of ve:r·tiicd deflection were taken for the time increments 
of Do ~I l, 2o 40 Bo 15, 300 60 minute& etco Thus the thickness of tbe 
sample could be dete:rmined at every elapsed time at whiich a :reading was 
ta.keno 
5~ The load i:nc:remerrts we:re added at intervals of sixty=four 
6) Upon completion of the test 0 the sample was :removed f:rom the 
consolidaUon mnit and weighedg then it was placed h a d:rying owen where 
the moh:tu:re was :remmred 0 and thie ir.try Wii:dght of ,sample was obtai:!ledo 
7) Afte:r :remowi.ng tJ!le sample f:rom the Co!!1101idating unit 0 the ma~ 
chine calib:ratfon was dete:rmfoed using the same set:Up without the sam= 
ple 0 and using the same po:rous stones as used in test in the machine 0 
h order to dete:rmine the defo:r.mation of the machine and other pa:rts for 
the same load~ in the same order as used in testo 
Time= Dial Reading Curves 
Time= Dial :reading cu:rwe was drawn fo,r ea©h of the load incrementso 
(See Figures 5. 6 0 1 o 80 9 v 100 LL and 120) The icu:rwe was drawn on 
semi=loga:rithmic pape:r with the de.formation !:'eading plotted against the 
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time fo minutes: 011 the loga:rithmic scaleo Tangent lines were construct-
ed from each of the /Straight po:rtiomi: of the curveu (3) and the inter= 
:section of the tangent line5 taken as the· point of 100 percent consoli= 
dationo The ze:ro point, was located by extending the curve as a segment 
of a parabola 0 an«;! mathematically icomputing the zero readingo The 50 
percent consolidation point wa5 obtained as the halfway point between 
the ~ero :reading and the 100 percent readhgo The time for the 50 pe:r~ 
cent settlement to occur in the 5ample was then :read from the scaleo 
The walue of t 50 was u$ed to determine the coefficient of permeability 
of that load im:::rement 0 and thi£.i h shown in the following equationg 
~,~ 'lf w av H2 
k (fo:r certain m:d t load) =, (1 ~ e;) tso (Equation 12) 
k = coefficient of permeability 
't I w = unit weight of water 
ff,· f 'b'l' lil.e a~, = coe · 1c1ent o. comp:r€!$S1 1 1ty = ~p ~ ~ 
H = half o,f height of sample 
eav = average void ratio during load increment 
t 50 = Time for 50% settlement to occur 
e = Log P Curve 
The void :ratio=p:ressu.r1e c:111"1.Jie is a plot of the load increment 
agaiMt the void ratio computed for each of the loads aft,e:r 100% con~ 
solidation (see Figlo 14 to 28). 
The initial void ratios 
h] =. h 
"' I 
we,re computed from Equation 2i 
(Equation 2) 
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h1 = height of ring= Height of $ample at start of test 
w 
h8 = ~~ ~ Height of solid (Equation 13) 
The pressures were computed from load increments P divided b&1' t-l1e 
area of the sampleo Ch:ange$ in void :ratio 0 Ae 0 were determined from 
ch:ange in height of the sampleo ~ho as followsg 
Ae:::: ~Jl 
h:s 
Discussion of procedure 
(Equatforn 14) 
~ Frictiong Part of the load applied to a consolidation specimen is 
transferred to the container wall by friction between the wall and the 
specimen (Figure 4) illustrates the friction. effect in both the fixed-
ring and the floating=ring container.so 
. ~ 4~ ~ 
fj[~~p Jl. P-·~1 t=.-~=:;~""~""""··~~s#=::=~~=!~=~~""""~: 
,f 4111~ a 
;J,1 I "a,.' /i<lf.0~'11'1~ iiif;.i n»11,1:vy Ji:,oo.®~ 
~ g [l';;JP'.,:1cT001NJ f®li\. iJl>!J'lf ~@;11~/HJV 
Figo 4o Side Friction 
In order to obtain the best results from a laboratory testo the 
magnitude of applied load should be increased in such a way that the 
ure:rage force within t.\le speci:me~ is of desired amounto Howevere this 
h not an easy thing to do because of the difficulty of determining the 
proper friction valueo 
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Side friction is normally neglected in routine consolidation test-
ing because of its minor effects and because of the difficulty of de-
termining its magni tudeo It hag; been suggested th:at an increase to the 
applied load by 10% - 20% would probably compensate for friction in this 
clayo 
~neral, Discussionsg The duration for each load should be the same for 
an accurate void-ratio= pressure curveo If it is not uniform. secondary 
consolidation effects are more pronouncedo For the c.lay under investi= 
gation each loading increment was allowed to act for approximately sixty= 
four hourso If any one increment were :allowed to run for a longer time 9 
a larger value fcrr the difference in voids ratios would be obtained, re= 
sult:ing in irregularities in the e=log p cu:rveo However, if each in= 
crement were allowed to stand for a longer interval% for example one 
week, the:n the resulting virgin curve would be merely displaced verti-
cally downward without appreciable change of slopeo The values of void= 
ratio change and compressibility coefficient are 9 therefore 9 independ-
ent of the time allowed for each loading increment, so long as time in-
tervals are equalo 
Test proced~re provided for :a consolidation time for every .load in-
crement of sixty-four hourso This period of time was estaplished for 
this clay because compression o:r swelling of the sample was observed 
to be negligible beyond this point. This. however, was not the case at 
the end of each test when the sample was unloadedo Swelling was occur= 
ring slowly and would continue for a few dayso 
The results of laboratory tests depend on the size of the specimen 
(3) usedo A series of tests on five widely different clays in which 
21 
both 4o 25 ino diameter by L 25 ino thfolrn.ess and 2. 75 ino diameter by 
0.85 in. specimens were used indicated that the pressure=void ratio 
curve was essentially independent of size 0 but the rate of compression 
was greatly dependent on size because~ 
1) Side friction is less for the smaller specimen than for the 
big specimeno 
2) The smaller specimen size is usually more disturbed than the 
larger one. 
Higher coefficients of consolidation were obtained on the larger 
specimens. A ratio of specimen diameter to thickness of about three to 
four is recommendedo Diameters greater than 2 1/2 to 2 3/4 inches are 
desirable. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS 
I 
The results are plotted in the fonn of a curve :representing the· 
final void ratio corresponding to each increment of p:i:'e$Su:re as a func-
tion of the total pre$$U!'eo It is convenient to plot the pressure to a 
loga:ri thmic scaleo The diag1·am h then known as an e=log P cu1:ve (see 
Figur~s 14 to .23) 
11te engillleer is ilnteres·ted in the e=log P relationship for th, c~ay 
in the fieldo not in the h.bo:ratoryo Thereforeo he :requires some pro-
ced:u:re for hlt.e:rpolating f:rom the results of the laboratory tests to 
those :riep:resentatiwe of conditions b1 the fieldQ This could be achieve~ 
by good judgment m1d praetical experienceo The design of ordinary :s1>il-
supporting or soil=s:upported u:ructu.res is necessarily based on simple 
imp~rical 1-uleso but these rules can be used safely only by the engineer 
who has·a background of experienceo 
Since pe:r5lonal experience h necessarily somewhat limi tedv · .the engi-
neer is compelled to rely at least to some extent on the records of .. the 
experiences of otherso If· the$le :records cmitain adequate desc:riptiooui 
of the soil eondi tions, they constitute valuable in.fo:rmatiolllo Otherwise~ 
they may actually ·be mhle:adingo 
According to iinform~tion obtained from e=log P curvesv sample A=l 
swelled from the shrinkage limit under a load lo47 tons per Sqo ft. From 
· a void ratio of Oo 3686 to O. 39740 Thi$ .. corresponds to mi increase of 
30 
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0224 in per fto (see Figo 23)o Sample B--1 was allowed to air dry like 
the :rest of the samples to a water content below the shrinkage limit 
prior to its preparation for testingo A confined compression test was 
made on the materialo The semi-log plot of the relationship existing 
between the pressure and void :ratio is shown in Figures 14 to 28;, 
The e=log P plot for Sample B=l (Figo 14) is typical in most re-
spects to a_u sampleso 
A.study of void ratio-pressure curves for clay B (see Figures 14 
to 22) indicate that the swelling decreases with the increase of the 
preuureo Finally q under higher loads, no swelling wi 11 take place~ 'and 
settlement will take place as indicated in Figµres 14 to 170 This is 
due to the increase of water content in the clay under the loaded area 
due to softening of the clayo The direction and magnitude of movememts of 
this clay will depend upon the load appliedo 
From the study of 6 te:st:s of clay Ao it may be seen.that a given in-
crement of pressure produces a smaller change in void ratio along the 
p:recompression branch of the cu:rwe (see Figo 23) than the same change in 
pressure would cause when applfod along the virgin portion of the e-log 
P curveo This holds true abo for clay Bo The:refore 0 additional loads 
leu than the preconsoU.dation p:reuu:re on overconsol.idated clays wi 11 
cause relatively little settlemento 
The e-log P curves for both clays indicate tliat · these soi h were 
preconsolidated clays 0 and clay B differs from clay A probably by being 
redeposited in a recent geological erao r Thi:s · is why the prieconsolida-
tion load is found to be smallerocompa:ratively 0 for elay B than for 
iclay Ao 
In o:rde:r to determine the approximate preconsolidation load two 
32 
methods were applied~ 
1) The graphical construction method by A. Casagrande (7). 
2) By extending the dry void ratio line to the void ratio pressure 
curve (6). 
In this thesis we shall discuss the second method for determining the 
preconsolidation load. The pressure· determined by this method is assumed 
to be the pre1eonsolidation pressure due to dessication., 
This method saysi If a line is drawn from the void ratio of the clay 
below· the shrinkage limit,· e (dry), to the e=fog P curve, the intersection 
should indicate the .pressure 1?5 required to compress the soil to the same 
void ratio as the tension in capillary water at the shrinkage limit. The 
dry clay loaded to a pressure equal to P (pressure at intersection of 
.. . s 
e(dry) with e=log P curve) will neither swell when the clay is saturated 
nor decrease in volume due to lo~d. Pressures greater than P5 will produce 
settlerqent when the soil becomes satu:ratedu pressures smaller than P 8 will 
allow swelling of the clayo 
To check this assumption and to get a relationship between pressure and 
amount of swelling 0 a series of 7 tests were run in the Soil Mechanics Lao-
oratory at the Oklahoma State University (6) during 1956 on a ·sample of 
,· 
brown clay from 6 feet below the surface at Blackwell 0 Oklahomao This soil 
will identify in this :report as sample Co This sample had dried out after 
several years in a casing of cheese cloth and paraffino Consolidation tests 
were run on this sampleo Each of the specimens was subjected to a different. 
pressureo flooded and allowed to swello and loaded in increments as a eon-
solidation test up to about 24 tons per sqo fto Also another two series 
totaling 15 tests were run in 1957-19.58 by the author of this thesis and the 
results of these are shown in Table Io The relationship between pressure 
and swelling for sample C is shown in Figo 13" 
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l'Z 
At first glance one is led to discount the reliability of the tests 
because of the wide variation in the value of P5 for different specimens 
of the sample of clay. When pressure is plotted against swelling and 
lines drawn through points indicating swelling of the specimens with the 
same P s as done in Fig. 13 0 it can be seen that the lines ex\tended inter-
sect the line of zero swelling at approximately the indj.cated P s· This 
suggests that possibly the method of determining the shrinka-ge pressure 
as indicated in e=log P curve is fairly reliable and that the swelling 
is inversely proportional to the applied_pressure. 
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Table I indicates the results of methods one and two for determin-
ing the approximate consolidation loads· for soils A and B. The values 
of P Cl) and P <2> are close to each other for clay A and B, as shown in s s . . 
Table L When pressure P 1 is, plotted against A e i-n order to de"termine 
Cl)· . · 
PS (as shown in Figures 29 and 30) for these samples. The curves did 
n?t pass through the corresponding points which were determined from the 
e=log- P curves 9 and did not indicate a linear relationship but the evi-
dence of these tests was inconclusive. This might have occurred because 
of several things. 
1) Because of the disturbance of the sa.-nple during the test pro..; 
cedure one could see (Table I) that sample A-3 was consolidat= 
ed under P1 = 4Al t'ons-ft. - 20 while sample A-6 swelled under 
P 1 = 4. 62 t'ons.:..ft. ""2• Al though clay B was not disturbed as 
much as sample Ao both samples were disturbed. 
2) There were not enough values taken to derive swelling character= 
istfos for both clays at smaller increments of loading. which 
enable us to justify an exact determination for this relation-
shipo Thus, Figures 29 and 30 lack enough points to present 
this relationship properlyo 
3) Clay A was subjected to a heavy overburden pressureo and had 
been subjected to many cycles of wetting and drying. Clay B 
had not been Sllbjected to as heavy an overburden pressure as 
sample Ao 
From the results of the observation of e-log P curves, the consoli-
dation load of clay A is found to be approximately 4o 5 to 5o O tons-fto - 2 
and for clay B is approximately 2,,0 - 2,,5 t'ons=fto-2 
-9 The value of k wa:s found to be about 1 x 10 • This compared favor= 
35 
ably with previous results obtained for this soilo The value of k indi-
cates that this soil is as impervious as other high plastic clays. 
For each loading incrementv the values of coefficient of consoli-
dation cv and the primary compression ratio~ cc are computed using the 
log fitting methodo The coefficient of swelling cs was also computed 
and tabulated in Table II. 
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TABLE I 
RESULTS FOR PRESSURE AND SWELLING RELATIONSHIP 
PS 
(1) 
PS 
(2) Deter- Computed 
Test edry eF &e pl mined cc 
Noo cc 
A - l Oo3686 003974 +0.0288 L47 600 4o8 Oo082 Oo0815 
A - 2 Oo3767 0.4340 +0.0573 2.94 2LO N.D. 00068 0.063 
A - 3 0.3413 003176 -Oo 0237 4.41 No Do 12.5 00046 Oo037 .. 
A - 4 003426 002882 -0.0544 5.84 No Do No Do Oo053 0.0396 
A - 5 Oo4086 003385 -0.0701 7o35 No Do No Do 0.072 0.0722 
A - 6 0.3078 0.3310 +O. 0232 4o62 !LO 8.5 00083 0.039 
B - 1 o. 7104 008033 +000929 0 Oo74 0.5 00268 00238 
B - 2 0.6449 o. 7038 +000579 Oo55 2a40 1.3 0.1895 00232 
B - 3 007885 0.7939 +000054 lo 10 L50 2 Ool90 Ool84 
B - 4 0.6200 0.6246 +0.0046 L65 L50 206 0.157 0.210 
B - 5 0.7589 007576 =0o~l3 2.2 2.2 No D. 0.253 0.274 
B - 6 0.6360 006194 ~Oo 0166 2o98 2.9 N.Do 00212 00243 
B = 7 005631 0.5509 =000122 3o58 No Do N.D. Oo208 0.202 
B - 8 005144 0.4300 =0o0844 5.64 No Do N.D. 0.236 Oo232 
B, - 9 0.5239 0.4463 -0.0776 6o58 No Do No Do 0.282 0.258 
C - l 0.5335 007290 +Ool955 0.093 5.0 No Do 0.231 00232 
C - 2 005330 o. 7118 +Ool'78'8 0.184 12.0 No Do 0.204 0.221 
C - 3 0.5000 006867 +Oo 1367 00373 7.2 No Do Oo2l0 00208 
C - 4 006180 007902 +Oo 1722 00741 9o2 No Do 0.266 00265 
C - 5 0.5530 0.6544 +0.1014 L470 .No Do No Do No Do No Do 
C - 6 0.5560 0.5925 i>Oo 0365 3.820 5o2 No Do N.D. No Do-· 
.. -2 =2 
1 Pl is initial pressure in kg. cma or tons Fta • 
eF is void ratio afte:r swelling or consolidating under P1 a 
P 5 (1) is pressure at inte:n:ection of edry with e=ilog P cu:rve. 
P5 (2) is pressure which is found by Casagrande method obtained from 
e=log P curve. 
c determined is slope of e-log P curve. 
C 
C sCOmputed is Value from C = .54 (e - o3). 
C C D 
TABLE :II 
... .- .. ~. ' 
RESULTS OF THE CONSOLIDATION TEST 
Nat Ural Coefficient of ··Coefficient . Coiiipr-ession . Coefficient of -- .. Coefficient of 
Sample Void•Ratio Comp:ressibility of Swelling Index Consolidation Permeability 
No. 
__ :: en __ 
. 
es cc Cv Tc av 
A - 1 0.4510 -5 0.078 0.082 -3 -8 0,,554 X 10_5 0.64 X 10 0.,312 X 10 9 
A - 2 0.3980 0.208 X 10 S 0.024 0.068 0.44 X 10-~ 0.665 X 10-A ;.,, 3 o.3510 0.083 X 10- 0.005 0.046 0.37 X 10-3 0._324 X 10-~ l;.,, 4 0.3480 0.193 X 10-5 0.017 0.053 0. 23 X 10-3 0.353 X !Cr 9 A-5 0.4340 0.230 X 10-g 0.025 0.072 0.33 X 10-3 0.445 X 10-9 
A - 6 0.3640 0.374 X 10- 0.012 0.083 0.56 X 10- 0.840 X 10-
-
B - l 0.7400 0.272 X 10-4 0.042 0.268 0.60 X 10-: o. uo:~~ 10-9 
B - 2 o. 7340 0.953 X 10-5 0.098 0.1895 0.32 X 10-4 0.202-x 10-i B - 3 0.8260 0.105 X 1~ 0.033 0.190 0.59 X 10-3 0.376 ... x 10-i3 - 4 0.6900 0.101 X 10- 0.013 0.157 0.13 X 10-4 0. 905 X 10-9 B ;.. 5 0.8100 0.102 X 10-4 0.037 0.253 0. 76 X 10- o.47' x 10-: 
i3 - 6 0.7510 0.220 X 10-4 0.042 0.212 0.64 X 10-~ 0.90 X 10-
i3 - 1 0.6740 0.157 X 10-5 0.053 0.208 o. 74 x 1<r 0.348 X 10-9 
i3 - o 0.7360 0.106 X 10-4 0.020 0.236 0 57 X 10-3 0.480 X 10-9 
i3 - 9 0.7780 0.113 X 10-4 0.048 0.282 • 3 0.480 X 10-~ 0.58 X 10-
~ 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY AND CCNCUJSICNS 
The experiment was conducted on samples of Permian clay from the 
vicinity of Stillwater, Oklahoma. The prime purpose of this investi-
gation was to determine the pressure which would prevent swelling of 
the dry clay as it absorbs water and to-determine the relationship be~ 
tween amount of swelling and pressure against which the swelling takes 
place. 
Swelling and consolidation could be eliminated when the applied 
pressure on the soil is equal to the consolidation load due to de,sic-
cation.. Because of the wide variations .in the physical properties of 
the Permian clayo no claim is made that the results herein reported 
are representative of the Permian clay .. · The research performed re-
s:iuires more extensive research to followo . \ 
. The following results were noted~ 
1) Clay A would not swell against a load of ~ to 5.0 tons -per 
sq. foot, and clay B would not swell against pres:sures of 2 to ~ tons 
per sq. foot, but both clays will lift lighter loads to a distance in-
versely proportional to the pressures., 
2) The amount of swelling from the shrinkage limit under differ-
ent loadings was measured for several samples and values were shown in 
Table I, but these values were not enough to detennine a reliable re-
lationship between pressure and swelling in order to determine the 
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preconsolidation load for this clay as shown in Figures 29 and 300 - Also 
the disturbance of the sample during the test procedure might have an 
effect upon the results of this relationship.. This explains why the 
curve. in Figures·. 29 and _30 did not pass through the corresponding points 
which were determined in Table I. 
Summary 
Successful buildings which will not be damaged by the action of 
the clay can be built economically in this region by obtaininy good in-
formation about this soil from people with sufficient experience in" 
this field~ As Professor Means put_ it, _Uit is the exercise of common 
sense based on a general knowledge of properties of the clay and its 
action in this climate which is of greater importance than attemptt to 
design for future laboratory determined values of the physic~! proper-
ties.·•~ This does not mean that laboratory determined values of Ute 
physical properties are useless, but_that they should be used intelli-
gently, keeping in mind that such values are determined for only a very 
small sample of the soiL Although they may be fairly accurate for this 
small sample, the over-all characteristics of the soil under footings 
may be. quite different. Careful observations of existing structures fo 
the neighborhood and intelligent interpretation is probably of greater 
importance than laboratory tests .. It should be kept in mind that the 
damaging action of the clay is caused by climatic conditionso The same 
claya with exactly the same physical properties, will react under a 
load entirely differently below the water table than above 0 where it 
is subjected to change in water contento 
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Future Investigations 
For future investigations more research should be conducted in 
this field, because of the necessity of obtaining a better understand-
ing of the physical properties of Permian clay deposits. 
In determining a safe ~upporting pressure, the preconsoiidati?n . 
load should be knowno and the method of intersection of edry withe-log 
P curve in determining the approximate maximum swelling pressure should 
. . . I 
be studied carefully, because the author feels that there was not enough 
information ahead of time in order to determine the reliability of this 
-method. In future investigations one should start, with different load-
ing procedures and with smaller initial loads, to obtain more informa-
tion about the swelling property of this soil. 
No special care was provided for preventing air bubbles. This 
should be taken into·consideration in the future by flooding the sample 
half way, so that entrapped air bubbles will be released. 
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APPENDIX 
The following letter symbols were adopted for use in this thErSisg 
. Symbol 
A 
Property 
Area 
Coefficient of compressibility 
Dimens'ion 
Cmo 2 
2 -1 cm gm 
cc Compression index [<computed = C 5A) (en-o 3)] Dimensionless 
e 
n 
Q 
H 
k 
p 
s 
T 
t 
w 
w 
y 
Swelling index 
Coefficient of consolidation 
Natural void ratio 
Void ratio after swelling under p1 
Specific gravity 
Height, or thickness 
Coefficient of permeability 
' 
Total force /or loadi pressure 
Degree of saturation 
a) Temperature 
b) Time factor 
Time 
Weight 
Water content 
Unit weight , 
Displacement or deformation 
59 
Dimensionless 
cm2 Sec-1 
Dimensionless 
Dimensionless 
Dimensionle·ss 
cm" 
Cmo 
kgo 
sec-1 
-2 
cm. 
Dimensionless 
Degrees 
Dimensionless 
Sec" 
gm 
Dimensionl~·ss 
gIDo Cmo - 3 
Cmo 
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